
Soap stone statue Lord Krishna
with flute and cow 8 inch B32
Read More
SKU: 00167
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Navanita-nava-hari Mucukunda-prasadakah Sodasa-stri-sahasresho Tri-bhangi-
madhurakrtih

What it means Krishna, the butter-thief while a child, mercifully granted hermit king
Muchukunda his long felt wish. He had the following of thousands of queens (Gopis), delighting
them with his ‘tribhangi’- the mesmerising three-angled bending pose. Lord Krishna the
epitome of love is portrayed standing with tribhangi in front of the cow with his favourite
musical instrument, flute in his hand which had the capability of mesmerising any soul with his
enchanting tune. His intoxicating expressions and postures can leave you spell-bind. So feel the
aura of the supreme lord around you by bringing home this statuette.
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Pink Stone Standing Blessings
Buddha Statue 6 inch 14
Read More
SKU: 00144
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Standing Buddha
Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“All things appear and disappear because of the concurrence of causes and
conditions. Nothing ever exists entirely alone; everything is in relation to everything
else.”

This mesmerizing standing Buddha Signifies grace and internal beauty. Right hand raised,
facing outward, left hand dangles along left side of body. Standing with both foot on the ground.
It represents a time when the Buddha was returning to earth after delivering a sermon on the
Dharma in Heaven, and was being accompanied by Lord Indra and Lord Brahma. So to feel the
presence of the heavenly soul around in your house and office premises pay a small amount
and make this statuette yours.
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Pink Stone Gyana Mudra Buddha
Statue 7.5 inch 7
Read More
SKU: 00137
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Pink Stone Gyana Mudra Buddha Statue 7.5 inch. Simple and traditional Buddha statue with a
wide-reaching positive impact. The calming expression sure to benefit any interior. Material:
Soapstone /Pink stone Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x 5 x 2 inch Position: Sitting Weight: 5 kg The
Lord of supreme wisdom, the Buddha " the awakened one" the person who is awake means
awaken of the reality of life. Lord Buddha was born as Prince Gautama, in the Shakya tribe. He
was raised in the lap of luxury and affluence, unaware of the reality of outside suffering or
misery human faces in life. Married and had a son. He was 29 years old when his life took a
massive turn. One day he was traveling to Kapila Vastu when he encountered three facets of
life. He first saw an old man, a sick person, and a corpse, this scene shudder him to the depth.
He comprehends the truth that every human is subject to face it, and no station would protect
from old, sick, or from death. When he saw a holy monk, walking peacefully on the road, made
him seek the solution to find a way to overcome the universal suffering. The prince abdicate the
royal life and started his expedition. For six years he roam around many monks, following
extreme starvation, self-deprivation, practices but got no result or answer to his quest. Finally,
Lord Gautama sat beneath a fig tree in deep meditation and attain enlightenment. From that
time on he is known as Lord Buddha. His statue, gestures, posture, expression all have
meaning, which is significant to his life. The above statue depicts the Abhay mudra of Lord
Buddha, Abhay means in Sanskrit "Fearlessness". He is seen sitting on a lotus platform, in a
double lotus pose. The lotus is an example of how to grow beautifully even after growing in
dirty water, likewise, all men also have the potential to overcome difficulties and learn wisdom.
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The right hand is raised and facing upward in vitarka mudra. which depicts the uninterrupted
flow of wisdom, there is another sign of the hand gesture, that is protection or shield,
overcoming the fear. Left hand-held flat in the left knee in Dhyana mudra., palm face outward.
This Buddha statue is also known as blessing Buddha, like Lord buddha showering his blessing.
Must be kept in an area or room where you need positivity. Another option is at the entrance of
your home, it helps to ward off all evil and negative energy from entering the house. Face him
to the entrance. Placement: Place the Buddha statue in the area you want to cure Vaastu's
defect. Care: Dusting can be done using a cloth or broom, enough to rid of accumulated dirt.

Flower two step lampshade
Read More
SKU: 00078
Price: ₹693.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Lampshades
Tags: applique lamp shades, cotton lamp shades,
fabric lamp shades, lamp shades, light shades, odisha
lamp shades, Pipili Applique, pipili lamp shades

Product Description
When we start talking about crafts work of India, Odisha has created a great spot in the
international market for its exquisite artwork. With its growing demand, the applique crafts
work of Pipli grabs the number one position when crafts of Odisha are considered. This special
kind of artwork involves a lot of stitching, cutting, and sewing, which demands a lot of hard-
work, patience, and creativity. This bright yellow and red applique piece is one bright example
of the exquisiteness of this craft form. Exhibiting the beauty of hard-work and creativity
together by an enchanting look, this applique piece will make a great decorating item to leave
your guests spellbound. So bring home this amazing piece of artwork at a very affordable price.
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Dual row Ganesha bottle-big3
Read More
SKU: 00074
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles, Pattachitra

Product Description

A classic piece of timeless art,this ‘Pattachitra’ painting bottle from Odisha represents
mythology theme based on different posture of Lord Ganesha. The dual row Ganesha bottle has
2 major layer of contrasting color (yellow & salmon) layer will look very beautiful on your study,
office or tea table. Usage: Decoration, gift Size: Height ( 10 inch ) Made of: Recycled liquor
bottle Color: Multi color Care: Wipe with pat dry soft cloth Shipping & Return: Dispatch time
in 2-3 days. This product is not eligible for return.

Patch work knick-knack holder
(type-1)
Read More
SKU: 00047
Price: ₹1,299.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.
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Two pocket wall organizer
(flower design type-1)
Read More
SKU: 00041
Price: ₹799.00
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Applique, Applique Wall Purse, Decor,
Storage / Organiser

Product Description
Straight from appliques artisan of Odisha! A unique & exclusive Ethnic Fabric Wall hanging
Pocket Organizer, document/mail Holder cum Wall Decor. This Pocket Organizer is an ideal
household organizing item for storing your everyday documents, chits and other knick-knacks
without wasting time to search a lot for them! The color will instantly brighten up your room.

Coconut Art-Small
Read More
SKU: COCA001
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Pattachitra

Product Description
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Bag Type Flower Vase
Read More
SKU: 00009
Price: ₹3,080.00 Original price was: ₹3,080.00.₹
2,520.00Current price is: ₹2,520.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Organization, Table Tops, Terracotta

Product Description
Add a splash of colour to your home decor with this coloured showpiece.  This showpiece looks
quite appealing.

Ganpati Idol for Home Black
Stone 1 feet
Read More
SKU: 01845
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Maa Saraswati Statue for
Outdoor Temple 5 feet
Read More
SKU: 01825
Price: ₹245,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Saraswati Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Large Hanuman Statue Standing
Sandstone 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01817
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Large Ganesh Garden Statue 6
feet
Read More
SKU: 01765
Price: ₹250,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

3 feet Buddha Statue Online Off
White Stone
Read More
SKU: 01806
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description
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Ganesh Statue for Home Unique
Style 2.5 feet
Read More
SKU: 01794
Price: ₹195,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

The Ganesh Statue for Home Unique Style coordinates so easily with contemporary
themes, a bright addition for a subtler look with flexible placement possibilities.
Material: Soapstone Pinkstone Dimension(HWL):  30 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2.5 feet
Depiction of the Ganpati statue:

It is a Dakhinamukhi form of Lord Ganesha, made from Pinkstone.
In this statue, he is seen sitting over a gorgeous plinth, the posture is known as
Siddhivinayak Ganesha.
In this form, he has four arms carrying a goad, Modak, a noose, and his broken tusk. A
mouse is seen beneath his feet looking humbly at his master.
Various carvings of gods and goddesses can be seen surrounding the Torana-style
Mandapa where Ganesha sits.
Stone engraving is an ancient practice of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like and
life-less looks from competent crafters with their skilled hands.

The god of the start:

Lord Ganesha is the beloved son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
"Gana" means attendant of Lord Shiva, and" Pati" means lord, so  Ganpati means Lord of
all Ganas worshiped before any auspicious work.
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Goddess Parvati made a sculpture from the turmeric from her body while cleaning and
made him watch at the door until she finishes her bath.
Meanwhile, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unknown boy banning his entry to his
dome which made him furious, and in his anger, he decapitated the boy's head with his
trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva had beheaded Lord Ganesha, she
immediately clarify to Lord Shiva all the incidents in his absence which made him admit his
mistake. Lord Shiva then put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave him a new
life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

The art of displaying the sculpture :

The Ganpati sculpture would look good at home on your patio or living.
This extravagant piece would be perfect for use as a centerpiece.
Liven up any space with this Ganesha statue.
A super easy way to exhibit at an empty corner with an iron stool or pedestal.
The statue enriches the space surrounding them in different ways like in the lobby or
hallway of a hotel, resturant, or office.
The statue is used for worshipping like at the altar, home temple, etc.
The Ganesha statue is a stunning decor that elevates the entrance and foyer.
Give your home a new life by embellishing it with the Ganesha sculpture.
There are endless innovative ways to repurpose the statue, so use your creativity and give
it a reality.

Grace from the Ganapathi Statue:

Vighnaharta means remover of obstacles.
You will earn a tremendous amount of wisdom and brilliance.
Lord Ganesha suffices the life of his devotee with prosperity and fortune.

Best way to clean Ganesh Statue for Home:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to caress the statue. Use the brush to reach the crevices
of the beautiful sculpture.
Dusting the stone statue from time to time is enough to keep your lovely piece looking
great for years.
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Unique Ganpati Murti Soap
Stone
Read More
SKU: 01792
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

A friend to your decor and the environment! The Unique Ganpati Murti.

Material: Soapstone Pinkstone
Dimension(HWL):  24 inch
Position: Sitting
Height: 2 feet

Depiction of the Unique Ganpati Murti:

It is a Dakhinamukhi murti of Lord Ganesha, made from Pinkstone.
In this statue, he is seen sitting over a gorgeous Simhasan, the posture known as
Siddhivinayak Ganesha.
In this form, he has four arms holding a goad, Modak, a noose, and his broken tusk. A
mouse is seen beneath his feet looking submissively at his master.
Various carvings of gods and goddesses can be seen beneath the Torana-style Mandapa
where Ganesha sits.
Stone engraving is an ancient heritage of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like
and life-less looks from skilled crafters with their competent hands.

Lord Ganesha: Leader of all Ganas
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Lord Ganesha is the darling son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
"Gana" means subordinate of Lord Shiva, and" Pati" means lord, so  Ganpati means Lord of
all Ganas. Honored before any auspicious work.
His representational sculpture has the head of an elephant with a curved trunk and large
ears on a large human body. Rat is the vehicle chosen by Ganesha.
Goddess Parvati made a statue from the turmeric from her body while cleansing herself
and made him watch at the door until she completes her bath.
Meantime, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unknown boy forbidding him to enter his
own home which made him angry, and in his anger, he decapitated the boy's head with his
trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva had beheaded Lord Ganesha, she
immediately elucidate to Lord Shiva all the incidents in his absence which made him admit
his mistake. Lord Shiva then put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave him a
new life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

The art of displaying the sculpture :

The Unique Ganpati Murti adds gorgeous rustic, coastal texture to any arrangement.
If you are looking for a minimalist approach to a centerpiece then what will be better than
exhibiting the gorgeous sculpture?
Display the statue on the nook and corner of your home or office that is visible from near
and far away.
Beautiful on their own immense color range, individual shapes, and unique textures, it
would be a crime not to take advantage of placing it in your home.
Exhibiting it in the foyer or entryway which looks sophisticated and tidy.
The unique Ganpati murti exudes a somewhat artistic vibe (and, rightly so, since the
artisans making them produce them by hand) which makes them great options for
spotlighting.
A simple modern pedestal with a large-scale statue of interesting textures becomes an
instant addition to an art collection.

Grace from the Ganapathi Statue:

Vighnaharta means remover of obstacles.
His worship gives success and makes you determined to achieve your goals.
You will be able to gain an immense amount of knowledge.
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Best way to clean the Unique Ganpati Murti:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to fondle the statue. Use the brush to reach the crannies
and depths of the stunning sculpture.
Wiping the stone statue from time to time is sufficient to keep your pleasant art piece
looking great for years.

6.5 feet Shalabhanjika Apsara
Sculpture Khajuraho
Read More
SKU: 01782
Price: ₹290,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Big White Buddha Statue 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01775
Price: ₹190,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Big White Buddha Statue in glossy white makes this dramatic statue an especially
alluring accent and is sure to beckon second glances wherever you place it. Material:
 Off white  Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 72 x 48 x 24 inch Position: Sitting Height: 6
ft Features of the  White Buddha Statue:

A pleasing sculpture of Protection/Blessing Buddha is s shown above.
In rich white sits over a lotus pedestal.
His right hand is raised and facing outward symbolically portraying a guard or protection.
While the left one extended towards the palm up in the lap which means courage and
offers safeness.

About the blessing Buddha:

Siddhartha Gautama is "Buddha" which means — the “Awakened One”.
Born as a royal Prince whose father had guarded him against any kind of misery. From the
time of his birth until the age of 29, he was given everything that one could desire looks
and riches, a beautiful wife, and a healthy son.
Then, at 29 he experienced sickness, old age, and death for the first time. Devastated by
what he saw, Gotama realized that all beings were subject to these things, no matter how
much they had of worldly goods and grandeur. He could no longer neglect the fact of life.
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 So, he left his home permanently and took up the begging bowl and staff of the Samana,
to seek the end of his samsara, the continuous cycle of births, deaths, and rebirths.
Gautama sat under a huge tree that was later called the “wisdom,” or “Bodhi” tree, and
professed not to leave it until he achieved the liberating knowledge he sought.
He undertook a long and difficult period of meditation that culminated in his gaining deep
insights into the human condition. Ultimately, in confounding the tricks of the demonic
Mara, he believed he did attain Nibbana (or nirvana).

Tips for creating a relaxing place:

A bamboo water feature with a stone bowl would fit well with the White Buddha Statue
making it become a focal point in your garden, park, or landscape.
Mimic the look and feel of a mountain landscape in miniature in the park, garden, or
landscape.
When there aren't any colorful plants in a garden, the eye usually notices things such as
the shape, texture, and placement of your sculpture to a new level.
A courtyard is a perfect place for a little rock garden around the sculpture because it's
easier to create a low-maintenance oasis.
A tall urn could easily become a centerpiece surrounding your White Buddha Statue.
A minimalist pavilion would provide a sheltered spot where it leads you to the sculpture.
A single White Buddha Statue on a rippled sand area is enough to draw the eye.
A conifer on a mossy green base of the sculpture surrounded by several rocks would mimic
some mountain's landscape.
A small waterfall near it is also a great idea. Water gives positive energy to the space
because falling water adds to the soothing nature.
A pavilion, a carp pond, beautiful trees, and garden paths should all be highlighted with
lights to make the statue look gorgeous at night too.

Cleaning tips for White Buddha Statue :

Start the cleaning by dousing it by using a hose spray. Once it gets, wet rinse it thoroughly
with a cloth or sponge.
Let it air dry after giving a final bath.
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Elephant Headed Lord Ganesha
Statue for Garden 7 feet
Read More
SKU: 01742
Price: ₹430,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone 1.5 ft Maa Mangala
Devi Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01735
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Maa Mangala Idol for Temple Puja, Maa Mangala
Sand Stone Statue, Maa Mangala Sandstone Statue,
Mangala Devi Stone Statue Manufacturer, Sand Stone
Sculpture Manufacturer, Sand Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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The distressed yet charming statue of Maa Mangala suits a wide variety of decor
themes. The sculptural excellency makes this statue especially satisfying. Material:
Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 10 x 5 inch Height: 1.5 ft
A brief explanation of Maa Mangala Devi statue:

The statue featured here is of "Goddess Mangala".
She has four arms two at back and two in the front, on which she is holding a disk, rosary,
lotus bud, and the fourth hand-counting beads.
Sitting on a Lotus plinth adorning a smiling face a lion her mount is seen beneath her feet.

About Goddess Mangala:

One of the incarnations of Shakti is "Maa Mangala".
In Buddhism, she is deemed as Goddess Devi Tara.
Goddess Mangala kept herself unrevealed under the deep water of river Prachi. Once a
boatman was sailing his boat across the river Prachi. At that time the river was deluging
and flooded so he was unable to sail his boat to the middle of the river. He spent the whole
day and night but was not able to sail his boat and in the early morning, before daylight,
Goddess Mangala came into his dream and asked him to retrieve her from the water and
to designate her in nearby Mangalapur village. The boatman plunged into the water and
was able to find the deity from the bed of the river.
The renowned celebration in the temple is “Jhamu Yatra”, which commences in the
month of Vaisakh (April to May) of every year. This falls first to the fifth Tuesday of the
month Vaisakh. On that occasion adherents (ghanta Patua) collect revered water from the
river Prachi and pray to the idol to get her blessings, then with the earthen pot, filled with
revered water, on their soldier and walk on the surface of burning fire spread on a long
track on bare feet. Due to their faith in Maa Mangala, the Devotees are unhurt and
unharmed while completing such a tough custom.

Ideas to incorporate the home garden sculpture:

Place her among the beds of flowers, such as petunias, violas, Calibrachoa, etc adds life to
the statue.
Give your garden a lush green makeover by growing groundcovers between the rocks to
display the sculpture for a striking look.
Make a space in the garden where you can sit, relax and physically touch the statue near
with an attractive and functional garden bench.
Exhibit amid an architectural water feature or sprouting fountain for a prettier look.
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A stepping stone using gravel and tapestry to uplift the statue to make it the center point
of the garden.
You may use it for worshipping in-home and at shrines.

Benefits of the home garden statue:

Helpful to get a good life partner and lead a happy marital life.
Abate Mangal Dosha in your birth chart.
She blessed her devotee with a peaceful and harmonious life.

Clean-up guide of the home garden statue:

Souse the garden statue with water using a pipe or garden hose.
While it is wet, scrub the whole sculpture using a sponge or brush to eliminate moss and
debris.
When you are done cleaning the amass, give the garden statue a final shower & let it air
dry.

Black Polished Soapstone Black
Pagoda Konark Temple Replica
Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 01696
Price: ₹1,680,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess
Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Konark Temple Stone Statue for Home and
Office Decor, Soapstone Black Pagoda Sun Temple
Statue, Soapstone Konark Temple Sculpture,
Soapstone Statue Manufacturer, Soft Stone Konark Sun
Temple Sculpture for Interior Decoration

Product Description
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Black Polished Soapstone Maa
Gajalakshmi Statue for Home
Puja
Read More
SKU: 01692
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Lakshmi Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Gaja Lakshmi Statue for Home, Gajalakshmi
Stone Statue, Gajalaxmi Murti for Home, Pink
Soapstone Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

A beautiful piece of art finishing with the rich black cast from Soapstone deserves a
beautiful centerpiece as well. The statue of Gaja Laxmi is sculptural in every way.
Material: Pinkstone / Soapstone Dimension (HWL): 12 x 6 x 3 inch Position: Sitting Statue
Height: 1 ft
A gripping sculpture of Gaja Laxmi:

In this aspect, the goddess is depicted seated on a lotus pedestal, flanked on both sides by
elephants (Gaja). and shown as seated in Padmasana yogic posture.
She is depicted with four arms and does not wield weapons of any kind.
Two arms are portrayed holding the elephants while the other two are gestures in the
Abhaya Mudra and Varada Mudra.

Gaja Laxmi; The power of royalty

Consort of Lord Vishnu.
‘Gaja’ means elephants, which means Laxmi with elephants one of the Astalaxmi aspects
of Hindu Goddess Laxmi, signifies royalty and power.
This form of Gaja Lakshmi satisfies the needs of those who are dependent on rearing
livestock to make ends meet.
She appears from the churning of the milk ocean.
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This aspect of Lakshmi represents prosperity, good luck, and abundance.

Placement tip-off for the Godly stone sculptures:

The statue should be placed in the North or east part of the Northeast corner of the home
or office.
Mark the entrance of a home/office or institution in a subtle but effective outlook.
A cool breeze, accompanied by a soothing trickle of sound there is where you can install
the mesmerizing stone sculptures.
If you want to make it extremely dramatic yet lucrative then place it amid a spouting
fountain.
You can embellish the statue with a bed of lotus flower-like, American Lotus, Blue Star
Lotus, Carolina Queen Lotus, etc.
Built-in shelves have ample amount of storage space, where you can gracefully exhibit
your stone sculptures.
A corner shelf or a pedestal on the nooks is a perfect place to display the stone sculptures
as they do not interfere with the traffic in your home.

Boons of Goddess Laxmi:

She endows her devotees with wealth and abundance by removing all financial issues.
Brings the favor of luck and, beauty and intelligence.
Also removes all the hurdles related to career and business.
Also, eliminate Vaastu-related Doshas of home.

Tips for caring and maintaining:

The engaging sculpture is made from Pink stone, which is a non-porous and durable
material that does not allow the accumulation of dust for his non-porosity.
To clean off, wipe the surface with a soft dry cloth.
Clean it eve twice a month, to keep the lustrous shine of the stone sculpture last forever.
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Sandstone Big Sleeping Buddha
Statue for Outdoor Garden
Read More
SKU: 01677
Price: ₹85,000.00 Original price was: ₹85,000.00.₹
75,000.00Current price is: ₹75,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sleeping Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Sandstone Stone Buddha Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Buddha Sculpture for Villa,
Sandstone Buddha Statue for Home Decoration,
Sandstone Sleeping Buddha Statue for Garden
Landscaping, Sandstone Sleeping Buddha Statue for
Outdoor Park

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Gaja Lakshmi
Sitting on Elephant Idol
Read More
SKU: 01663
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Lakshmi Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Gaja Lakshmi Statue for Home, Lakshmi Maa
Stone Statue Manufacturer, Soapstone Lakshmi Idol for
Home, Stone Lakshmi Statue
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Product Description
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